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Britain First is a patriotic 
political party made up of 
ordinary working class patriots 
who oppose the politicians who 
are destroying our country. 

We are not going to stand back 
and watch as they dismantle 
our nation. We are mobilising to 
take our country back because 
we are British and proud!

Paul Golding
Leader, Britain First
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BRITAIN’S FASTEST GROWING POLITICAL PARTY

TAKING OUR COUNTRY BACK

Stop immigration
Tackle radical Islam
Put British people first
Charity begins at home
Jobs for British workers
Look after veterans



Putting British Putting British 
People FirstPeople First

I have had 
enough of our 
people being 
treated like 
second class 
citizens in our 
own land

Tom, Leicester

Ashlea, Manchester

Sharon, Worcester

I am sick 
of watching 
our people 
die in endless 
terror attacks. 
Time to take 
action

We care 
more about 
migrants 
than we do 
about our 
own homeless 
veterans

www.britainfirst.orgwww.britainfirst.org
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JOBS FOR BRITISH WORKERSJOBS FOR BRITISH WORKERS
Immigration brings in cheap 
labour which leaves our workers 
unemployed. Enough is enough!

TACKLE ISLAMIST EXTREMISMTACKLE ISLAMIST EXTREMISM
We have had enough of terrorism, 
Sharia Courts, hate preachers and 
halal slaughter. It’s time to clamp 
down on extremism.

STOP IMMIGRATIONSTOP IMMIGRATION
Britain is full up and overcrowded. 
Immigration is out of control. It is 
time to close our borders.

CHARITY BEGINS AT HOMECHARITY BEGINS AT HOME
We will put our veterans and elderly 
ahead of migrants. We will end 
‘foreign aid’ and spend British taxes 
at home.

CHRISTIANITY RESTOREDCHRISTIANITY RESTORED
We will restore our Christian 
faith, including Christian school 
assemblies and moral values.

BRITISH AND PROUDBRITISH AND PROUD
We want British history and 
traditions to be taught in schools 
and promoted by the media.


